The Davis City Council on Tuesday will be asked to confirm this year’s nominees for the Thong Huynh award — a group of five nominees that includes slain Davis Police Officer Natalie Corona as the city’s public servant of the year. The awards are presented every year in memory of Huynh, a Davis High School student who was stabbed to death in 1983. They are intended to raise awareness about and to honor community service.
HOLMAN, Wendy
Killed in 1983 hate crime
and remain
memorialized.

HOLMAN, Sandy
Founding Members of Davis and Yolo County from all age brackets and sociodevelopmental groups. This organization has brought together various groups and people across Davis and Yolo County from all age brackets and socioeconomical backgrounds, toward the shared goal of making the community and country a better place for people of all ages. The past two years, Kelly has engaged community members who had never before been active in politics or public service, teaching and training them to become leaders in the work. Since 2016, she has emerged as a leader and conduit of networking among diverse communities, her leadership and work is essential in creating a united Davis community.

HOLMAN, Kelly
Active in politics or public service, teaching and training them to become leaders in the work. Since 2016, she has emerged as a leader and conduit of networking among diverse communities, her leadership and work is essential in creating a united Davis community.